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By Janice Cantore : Catching Heat (Cold Case Justice)  a cold case is a criminal investigation that has been 
rendered inactive and unsolved due to a lack of evidence witnesses or suspects to form a solid lead not even their 
wedding party bus catching fire was going to keep this bride and groom from celebrating their big day in fact soon to 
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be newlyweds krissi and shane Catching Heat (Cold Case Justice): 

Twenty seven years after the deaths of Detective Abby Hart s parents she s desperate to find the proof that will put the 
mastermind the governor s wife behind bars When she joins a newly formed task force and teams up with PI Luke 
Murphy Abby is sent to San Luis Obispo to work the cold case of a murdered college student Realizing their 
investigation will bring them near the town where Alyssa Rollins grew up Abby decides to do a little digging of her 
own into the T 
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